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The correlation coefficients a, A, and B in neutron b decay are proportional to the ratio of the axial-
vector-to-vector weak coupling constants, gAgV , to leading recoil order. With the advent of the next
generation of neutron-decay experiments, the recoil-order corrections to these expressions become experi-
mentally accessible, admitting a plurality of standard model (SM) tests. The measurement of both a and
A, e.g., allows one to test the conserved-vector-current (CVC) hypothesis and to search for second-class
currents (SCC) independently. The anticipated precision of these measurements suggests that the bounds
on CVC violation and SCC from studies of nuclear b decay can be qualitatively bettered.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.86.5666 PACS numbers: 24.80.+y, 11.40.–q, 23.40.Bw
Precision nuclear b-decay measurements have played
an important role in the rise of the standard model
(SM), giving strong credence to the conserved-vector-
current (CVC) hypothesis, as well as to the absence of
second-class currents (SCC). We show that upcoming
neutron-decay experiments can sharpen tests of the
CVC hypothesis and of the absence of SCC signifi-
cantly, eliminating assumptions inherent to the nuclear
studies.
Searches for CVC violation and SCC in nuclear b-
decay experiments have spanned decades of effort. We
consider a CVC test originally suggested by Gell-Mann
[1]: the strength of the “weak magnetism” term of the nu-
cleon weak current ought to be given by the strength of
the corresponding electromagnetic M1 transition. The SM
test realized from such a comparison constrains a combi-
nation of the weak magnetism and induced tensor terms
of the nucleon weak current. The induced tensor term is
a “second class” current and thus is zero in the SM [2],
save for isospin-violating effects engendered by the dif-
fering mass and charge of the u and d quarks. In tests
of this sort, the CVC hypothesis is tested if SCC are as-
sumed to be zero, or, alternatively, the nonexistence of
SCC is tested if the CVC hypothesis is assumed to be
valid.
Historically, the best constraints on the nonexistence of
SCC and CVC violation are realized in the mass-12 sys-
tem [3,4]. The CVC hypothesis can be tested through the
comparison of the spectral shape correction parameters a7
measured in 12B ! 12C and 12N ! 12C transitions with
the strength of the electromagnetic M1 transition from
the analog state of 12C. This procedure yields a test of
the CVC hypothesis at the 10% level [3–5]. In order to
realize a SCC test, the decays of spin-aligned 12B and 12N
nuclei are studied. For purely aligned 11 ! 01 transitions
[6], the e7 angular distribution for 12B 2 and 12N 1
decay is given by [4]
W7Ee,u,A~peEeEe2Emaxe 211Aa7P2cosu ,
where pe and Ee are the momentum and energy of the
electron (positron), Emaxe is the end point energy, u is
the angle between pe and the spin orientation axis, and
A is the nuclear alignment. The difference a2 2 a1
is sensitive to the weak magnetism term as well as to
the induced tensor term in the nucleon weak current.
Unfortunately, it is also sensitive to the difference of the
axial charges Dy  y1 2 y2 in the mirror transitions
12B ! 12C and 12N ! 12C—this potentiality has been
included in only the most recent set of SCC tests [7,8].
Were Dy  0 and the experimental weak magnetism
contribution determined from the M1 electromagnetic
transition strength from the analog state of 12C [9],
as per the CVC hypothesis, Refs. [7] and [8] would
yield 2MfTfA  0.12 6 0.05stat 6 0.15syst and
2MfTfA  0.04 6 0.16stat 6 0.04syst, respec-
tively. Note that fT and fA denote the induced-tensor and
axial-vector coupling constants of the nucleon — the im-
pulse approximation has been made in order to relate the
nuclear and nucleon weak constants, note, e.g., Ref. [10].
This is consistent with the earlier result 2MfTfA 
20.21 6 0.63 [10]. Using Dy  0.10 6 0.05 [11],
Refs. [7] and [8] determine that 2MfTfA  0.22 6
0.05stat 6 0.15syst 6 0.05theor and 2MfTfA 
0.14 6 0.16stat 6 0.04syst 6 0.05theor, yielding
the combined constraint 0.01 # 2MfTfA # 0.34 at
90% C.L. [8]. This result suggests that fT is nonzero,
with a value considerably in excess of SM expectations
[12,13]. The inferred SCC contribution emerges from
assuming the CVC hypothesis; alternatively, we can
assert that SCC are identically zero in order to ascertain
the quantitative validity of the CVC hypothesis. The
uncertainties in the SCC determination are roughly 5%
of the value of the weak magnetism contribution, so that
the CVC hypothesis is tested to this level. Note that an
analogous test of SCC is possible in the mass-8 system
as well [14–16], yielding a second-class, induced-tensor
nuclear form factor which is consistent with zero [14,15],
albeit with an error rather larger than in the mass-12
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system. The mass-8 CVCSCC studies ought also to
suffer a theoretical correction from the difference in the
allowed axial matrix elements in the mirror 8Li ! 8Be
and 8B ! 8Be decays; in Refs. [14,15] this correction is
set to zero.
We believe that a crisper test of the CVC hypothesis
and of the nonexistence of SCC can be realized via the
empirical determination of the correlation coefficients of
neutron b decay. Thus far, the especial focus of these
experiments has been the determination of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element Vud . The
latter is extracted from gV , which is determined from the
neutron-spin –electron-momentum correlation A and the
neutron lifetime tn. The various determinations of A do
not agree [17]; a scale factor of 1.9 is assigned to the de-
termination of gAgV from the measured values of A by
Ref. [18]. These measurements were realized in reactor
beam experiments; A can also be measured using ultra-
cold neutron sources — the systematic errors in such ex-
periments are very different and would seem to be much
smaller [19]. Nevertheless, the extracted value of Vud , in
concert with Vus from Kl3 decays, tests the “squashed”
unitarity relation jVudj2 1 jVusj2 1 jVubj2  1 to better
than 1%. Vud may also be determined, indeed, more pre-
cisely, from the “superallowed” 01 ! 01 decays in nuclei.
In this case the empirical unitarity relation deviates from
unity by 2.2s; it is worth noting, however, that in this case
the estimated theoretical errors dominate the presumed er-
ror bar [20].
Let us consider the correlation coefficients in neutron
b decay. The differential decay rate of a free neutron is
given by [21]
d3G ~ Eejpej Emaxe 2 Ee21 1 a pe ? pnEeEn 1 A
P ? pe
Ee 1 B
P ? pn
En 1 D
P ?pe 3 pn 
EeEn dEedVedVn , (1)
where P denotes the neutron’s polarization vector. The
pseudo-T-odd coefficient D is small [22] and can be ne-
glected. Defining l  jgAjjgV j and neglecting terms of
recoil order we have in the SM
a 
1 2 l2
1 1 3l2
; A  2
l1 2 l
1 1 3l2
,
B  2
l1 1 l
1 1 3l2
,
(2)
implying that [23] 1 1 A 2 B 2 a  0 and aB 2 A 2
A2  0. Currently [18]
a  20.102 6 0.005; A  20.1162 6 0.0013 ,
B  0.983 6 0.004 ,
(3)
so that the relations implied by Eq. (2) are satisfied at
the current level of precision —however, they do not hold
once terms of recoil order are included in Eq. (2). The
recoil-order terms are controlled by the dimensionless ra-
tio of the electron energy to the neutron rest mass and
thus are of O 1023, so that they impact a and A at the
1% level. The correlation coefficient B is much larger,
so that the recoil-order terms become important only at
the 0.1% level. Consequently we focus on what can be
learned from a and A. Recent experimental proposals
suggest that A and possibly a can be measured to 0.2%
or better [19,24]. We point out that additional standard
model tests are possible once terms of recoil order be-
come empirically accessible. In particular, one is sen-
sitive to both the weak magnetism term f2 as well as
to the induced tensor term g2 in the nucleon weak cur-
rent. Indeed, independent tests of the CVC hypothe-
sis and of the nonexistence of SCC are possible, as we
now see.
The matrix element for polarized neutron b decay in the
SM is given by
M  GFp
2
pjJm0 j n 3 u¯epegm1 1 g5unpn .
(4)
We adopt the historic 1 1 g5 sign convention in order
to retain manifest consistency with earlier work [25–27].
Lorentz and translational invariance implies that the nu-
cleon weak current pjJm0 j n has six terms:
pp0 jJm0 j np, s  u¯pp0
∑
f1q2gm 2 i
f2q2
M
smnqn
1
f3q2
M
qm 1 g1q2gmg5 2 i
g2q2
M
smng5qn 1
g3q2
M
g5q
m
∏
unp, s , (5)
where smn  i2 gm,gn and q  p 2 p0. Note that
f10  gV , g10  2gA  2fAGF , and g20 
2fTMGF , whereas M and M 0 are the neutron and
proton mass, respectively. The differential decay rate is
given by
d3G 
jGF j2
22p5
jpej jpn j
M2Ee1jpej cosu
3 C1 1 C2P ? pe 1 C3P ? pn
1 C4P ? pe 3 pndEedVedVn , (6)
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where the coefficients Ci contain the form factors of Eq. (5) and are detailed in Ref. [25]. Note that u is the angle
between the electron and neutrino momenta in the neutron rest frame. Our particular interest is the recoil corrections to
a and A. Let us first consider the case in which the neutron is unpolarized. We have
d2G  2jGF j
2jgV j2
2p4
MR4bx212x2
12Rx1Rxb cosu3 Ca 1 Cbb cosudEedVen , (7)
where
R 
Emaxe
M

1
2
1 1 e 2 h2; x  EeEmaxe , h 
M 0
M
; e  meM 
2, (8)
and Ca 1 Cb cosu  C12MEnEljgV j2—C1 contains the electron-antineutrino correlation, a. Working in leading re-
coil order, including the phase-space contributions, we have
d2G 
2jGF j2jgV j2
2p4 MR
4bx21 2 x2C˜a 1 C˜bb cosu 1 C˜cb2 cos2udEedVen . (9)
Noting Eq. (1) we have a  C˜bC˜a 1 C˜cb2 cos2u and thus
a 
1 2 l2
1 1 3l2
1
1
1 1 3l22
Ω
e
Rx
1 2 l2 1 1 2l 1 l2 1 2lg˜2 1 4lf˜2 2 2f˜3
1 4R1 1 l2 l2 1 l 1 2l f˜2 1 g˜2 2 Rx31 1 3l22 1 8l1 1 l2
3 1 1 2f˜2 1 3l2 2 12b2 cos2u
æ
1 O R2, e , (10)
with f˜2  f20f10, f˜3  f30f10, and g˜2  g20f10. The momentum dependence of the form factors does
not appear, as this effect first enters in next-to-leading recoil order. If f˜3  g˜2  0, this expression becomes that of
Ref. [26]. Note, too, that it is also in agreement with Ref. [28].
The recoil correction to A is determined from Eq. (6) by integrating over the neutrino variables. We find [25]
d2G 
2jGF j2jgV j2
2p3
bx21 2 x2
1 1 e 2 2Rx3
C0a 1 C
0
bbP cosuP dEedcosuP  , (11)
where uP is the angle between the neutron’s polarization vector and the electron momentum in the neutron rest frame.
C2 and C3 give rise to C0b , whereas C1 gives rise to C0a. Noting A  C
0
bC0a, we have
A 
2l12l
11 3l2
1
1
11 3l22
Ω
e
Rx
4l212l 11l1 2f˜2 1 4l12l lg˜22 f˜3
1R
∑
2
3
11l1 2 f˜21 g˜2 3l21 2l2 1
∏
1 Rx
∑
2
3
11l1 2f˜2 12 5l2 9l22 3l31
4
3
g˜211l1 3l21 3l3
∏æ
1O R2, e . (12)
If f˜3  g˜2  0, this expression becomes that of
Refs. [26,29]. Our result is also in agreement with
Ref. [28]. Our results are germane to hyperon decay
as well; in this context either approximate expressions
or the Ee-integrated asymmetry parameters are reported
[30]. The recoil corrections to the correlation coefficients
take the form a0R 1 a1Rx 1 a21eRx. The energy
dependence of the three terms is distinct, although
only two terms are empirically accessible as eR 	
2.2 3 1024, whereas R 	 1.4 3 1023. Note that
x [ 
p
eR, 1. Thus we have four independent empirical
constraints, i.e., the x0 and x1 terms in a and A, and three
unknowns —namely, l, f˜2, and g˜2. The system is over-
constrained, so that we can infer the existence of physics
beyond the SM, namely, the presence of non-(V 2 A)
currents [21], if the extracted coupling constants differ
from SM bounds or if the values of the extracted couplings
are not consistent with each other. Note that independent
linear combinations of f˜2 and g˜2 appear in a and A, so that,
unlike the nuclear cases commonly studied, each coupling
constant can be determined independently. Evaluating the
recoil-order contributions to a and A, using l  1.2670
[18], g˜2  0, and f˜2  kp 2 kn2  1.8529, as per
the CVC hypothesis, we find that the recoil corrections
to a are roughly a factor of 2 larger than those to A. By
virtue of the allowed terms, l is determined to 0.030% and
0.022% by 0.1% measurements of a and A, respectively.
On statistical grounds, a precision measurement of A
would be the most efficacious in determining l, whereas
the determination of the coupling constants appearing in
recoil order would seem to be better served with an a
measurement. f˜2 and g˜2 can be determined in a plurality
of ways; let us illustrate. First, the x1 and x0 terms in
a can be determined to yield f˜2 and f˜2 1 g˜2. l will be
sufficiently precisely determined to have little impact on
the errors in these parameters. Ignoring this source of
error, we find a 0.1% measurement of a yields a 2.5%
measurement of f˜2 from the x1 term. This, in concert
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with the x0 term from a 0.1% measurement of a, yields
an uncertainty in g˜2 of order 0.22l2— this is compatible
with the errors quoted in the mass-12 experiment with
far fewer assumptions. Second, the x1 dependence of the
a and A terms can be determined — the former yields
f˜2, whereas the latter yields a combination of f˜2 and g˜2
[31]. Earlier determinations of a were inferred from the
recoil proton’s spectral shape, see, e.g., Ref. [32], and
were insensitive to the x dependence of a; the newly
proposed a experiment [24] would be the first to measure
a as a function of x [33]. The Fierz interference term,
b [21], which is zero in the SM can thus be bounded as
well. Combining the earlier determination of f˜2 with a
0.1% measurement of A to determine g˜2 from the x1 term
yields an uncertainty of 0.26l2, commensurate with our
earlier estimate. Although 0.1% measurements of A seem
quite feasible [34], measurements of a to better than 1%
may pose an especial challenge. Nevertheless, precision
measurements of a and A are richly complementary. The
measurement of both a and A permit crisp SM tests,
namely, of SCC and the CVC hypothesis, not realizable
in nuclear decays.
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